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‘Takreem’ the Arab achievement awards

T

akreem annual awards ceremony was recently held in
Marrakesh where 11 Arab pioneers were awarded.
The jury board of Takreem this
year include of Queen Noor Al
Hussein, Albandari bent. Abdul
Rahman Al-Faisal, Sheikha Paula AlSabah, Sheikha Mai Al Khalifa, Issa
Abu Issa, Moataz Al Alfi, Sheikh Saleh
Al-Turki , Dr. Hanan Ashrawi, the royal adviser “Andre Azoulay”, industrial
“Carlos Ghosn”, “Anis Haggar” , “Nora
Jumblatt”, Dr. “Suad Juffali”, “Samer
Khoury”, novelist “Marc Levy”, “Lady
Hayat Marwa Palumbo “ and “Raja
Sidawi”.
The Takreem also honored the
leading Lebanese and Arab press
late “Ghassan Tueni”, editor of
Lebanon’s An-Nahar newspaper,
which was a prominent contributor
to the history of the United Nations
Resolution 425, which was through
the establishment of the United

Nations Interim Force in Lebanon,
“Takreem” initiative was also awarded to the Young Entrepreneurs
Jordanian Kamal Alasmer anniversary of volunteerism and development network, the first in the Arab
world, and the scientific and technological innovation to the Iraqi “Award
Gazali” for their valuable contributions in the field of clinical genetics
and pediatrics, and got Yemeni Amal
Albasha to honor General of the
Arab woman Prize, which devoted
itself to the defense of human rights
in country, while went innovation
Award in the field of education for
the entire Egyptian ‘Azat Kamel for
its hard work on the development of
skills, values and principles of needy
children through experiential learning, and using art as a tool upscale
social development.
And received the Moroccan
Amina Slaoui on human and civil
service award to support the rights

Sheikha Paula, Vincent Battle and laureate Azza Kamel
of persons with special needs, and
the outstanding leadership Prize has
been awarded to the Jordanian
Samih Toukan foundation of the

Maktoob E-Mail website and its the
first Arabic webmail on the Internet,
which has succeeded in selling it to
Yahoo Inc. in a deal that is the largest

in history of the region, and was
awarded “Takreem” initiative Award
for Lifetime Achievement
Ambassador “Gilbert Hagura” His
footprint in the areas of business and
human services.
And awarded the Cultural
Innovation Award to Edward Said
National Conservatory of Music and
thanks to whom glow dream of thousands of Palestinian children and
youth to learn to play an instrument
and singing in the choirs refugee
camps, and went sustainable environmental development award of the
Institute for Applied Research in
Jerusalem in order to strengthen the
confidence of all Palestinians to live
in an independent Palestinian state
has full sovereignty, while that got
Palestine Relief society, based in the
United States to exceptional international contribution in the Arab community to for doing Prize for its leading role in providing scientific care

for the children of Palestine, Syria,
Lebanon, Jordan and Iraq.
Speaking at the awards ceremony
the founder of “Takreem” “Ricardo
Karam”, who said: Our world is witnessing many, especially in the
Middle East region riven by violence
and bloodshed and pictures of
refugees and displaced disorders,
remind us how far-fetched that the
peace we yearn for, a world of disappointments and frustration and
ideas and extremist acts. He added:
We will not surrender and we will
work hard through these success
stories that we send a message that
the Arab world is a reservoir of creativity, positive thinking, and launch
projects, and the sanctity of youth.
And had the “Takreem” was granted
the supported of: Renault - Nissan
Alliance, AMEC company,
Consolidated Contractors Company,
Salam International Investment, and
Total.

Lu&Lu Hypermarket plunges in Choco-Fest
Rewards car winners

T

he multidimensional and multinational Lu&Lu Hypermarket unveiled the
20-meter long chocolate fudge at their Al-Rai outlet on December 4.
Unveiling of the chocolate fudge marked the launch of a ten-day
Chocolate Festival that will run from December 3 to December 13.
The ‘Chocolate Festival 2014’ held at all its outlets, to the delight of chocolate
lovers, was inaugurated on December 4 by the retailing regional giant Lu&Lu
Hypermarket’s Regional Director Mohamed Haris and other top management
officials. The mega event kicked off with its various promotions on chocolates,
as well as featuring a special ‘Chocolate Xmas tree’ as the highlight at its Al-Rai
outlet. During the festival period a wide range of delicious chocolates from various countries around the world are on sale along with the widest choice of
world-Class brands at the fairest prices.
The ‘Chocolate Festival 2014’ is part of Lu&Lu Hypermarket’s initiative to continuously bring the best of the world to their customers, by providing the right
products in the right place at the right time. Last year, the hypermarket made
history by unveiling the longest - 25-meter long - chocolate bar in the country.
In addition to this, the hypermarket will also distribute a Chevrolet
Trailblazers to Aiman Emad Adin, Esmail Amin Hassan and A.O. Jaison, who
were the three winners of its raffle coupon car promotion, which ran the country for more than a month. It also rewarded 60 other winners of the raffle
coupon promotion with 50 KD gift vouchers each.

Conference on
International
Anti-Corruption Day

U

nder auspices of HH the Amir, Sheikh Sabah AlAhmed, The Public Commission for Combating
Corruption (PCCC) will hold a special conference
on the occasion of the International Anti-Corruption Day
at 9 am on Tuesday, December 9, 2014, said PCCC president, Abdul Rahman Al-Namash noting that the conference will be held at Al-Raya Ballroom, at the Courtyard
Marriott Hotel.
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Al Mulla International Exchange
inaugurates 4th branch in Khaitan

I

n-line with the efforts of providing
the best service and easy access to its
customers, Al Mulla International
Exchange, the leading money remittance company in Kuwait, has recently
opened their 57th branch in the country
with the inauguration of their fourth
branch in Khaitan, giving the customers
in more flexibility and easy access to
transfer money through their preferred
and secure exchange company. This
branch is an addition to the chain of
branches of Al Mulla International
Exchange that are all across the vital
areas in Kuwait.
Regarding the inauguration, Rakesh
Joshi, General Manager said: “The opening of the 57th branch of Al Mulla
International Exchange makes us feel
closer to our customers and reflects our
keenness to strengthen our geographical presence, as well as assuring offering
the highest standards of efficiency by
achieving the requirements and needs
of the money remittance sector which is
part of its strategic expansion plans.”
Rakesh also added: “Khaitan is considered one of the most viral areas that
includes large number of population,
with the launch of the 4th branch we
aim to provide the best service and easy
access to all our customers located in
and around Khaitan, as we consider

them our essential assets and our goal is
to satisfy their needs and support them
as much as we can as an appreciation to
their loyalty and contribution to the
growth of our business.”
The launch in Khaitan is considered
one of our strategic expansion plans; as
the leading exchange company that has
huge number of loyal customers from
expats to Kuwaitis we shall continue to
make an endeavor to make our services
easily accessible to them.” Mr. Rakesh
concluded: “Our name is associated with
the best financial institutions, technical
expertise, and our goal is to provide the
most efficient possible service to our
customers.”
The new branch in Khaitan, locates
Block 7, Street 73, Building 21 (Near
Boubyan Bank) is considered a reflection of the commitment of Al Mulla
International Exchange to its customers,
and its efforts towards meeting the
demand for remittance services.
Al Mulla International Exchange,
established in 2001 always assured in
providing outstanding services to its
customers and seeks to meet their
expectations and satisfaction, it always
strives to provide all its branches with
the latest technologies in favor to its
customers and innovative remittances
and money transfer solutions.

